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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Overview

Whereas speech recognition and information retrieval are active elds of research
for many years� the area of speech retrieval is very new� Speech recognition is the
science of recognizing single words or sequences of words encoded in a speech sig�
nal� Conventional information retrieval is the science of content�based retrieval
of text documents given a collection of text documents and a user�s query� The
retrieved documents are presented as a ranked list where the document on top
of the list is judged as the most relevant by the retrieval system� Speech re�
trieval involves techniques of both areas� A speech retrieval system performs
content�based retrieval on a collection of speech documents� One could argue
that speech retrieval is easy since speech documents need only be transformed
to texts and then conventional information retrieval technology could be applied
to the generated texts� However� state�of�the�art speech recognition technology
is far from recognizing continuous speech reliably as it occurs in speech docu�
ments� Thus� new techniques are required to process speech documents such
that they can be accessed e�ciently by the retrieval engine� The development
of speech retrieval systems has been made possible due to recent advances in
speech recognition� In particular� the emergence of wordspotting systems in the
late ���	�s contributed to the advent of speech retrieval systems�

In a speech retrieval system� we are given a collection of speech documents
and a user�s query� The retrieval system then nds all those documents that
are similar to the user�s query� The documents may be e�g� news broadcasts�
voice channels of video or conversations over the telephone recorded on tape�
An interesting example of the latter are incoming telephone calls and their
corresponding replies of a customer support division of a computer company� If
a customer support engineer receives a query from a customer he may forward
this query to the speech retrieval system in order to know whether a similar
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query has been answered in the past� The query of a speech retrieval system
may be entered as a natural language piece of text or speech� The reason to
allow texts as queries is a matter of convenience� Furthermore� it allows to easily
query the speech document collection from a remote site�

When we started to tackle the problem of building a speech retrieval system
in summer ���	� we did not know of any other research group working on
that eld� In the meantime� a few research groups have started to build speech
retrieval systems and some research prototypes already exist �BFJ����� �Jam����
In this report� we present an approach to retrieve documents from a speech
document collection� Furthermore� we will show how e
ectively the proposed
retrieval method retrieves speech documents on average� Finally� we point out
directions of research that aim at improving the retrieval e
ectiveness of the
proposed speech retrieval system�

The structure of this report is as follows� In the remainder of this Section� we
give a survey on state�of�the�art information retrieval technology �Section ����
and state�of�the�art speech recognition technology �Section ����� In Section ����
we present research work related to speech retrieval and describe current speech
retrieval systems�

In Chapter �� we present a novel indexing vocabulary to generate descriptions
of speech documents� A description of a document is an abstract representa�
tion of the content of the document� We will show that the proposed indexing
vocabulary is suitable to describe both text and speech documents� As a conse�
quence� the speech retrieval system is able to retrieve simultaneously both text
and speech documents�

In Chapter �� we present the retrieval e
ectiveness of the proposed speech
retrieval system� The descriptions of speech documents are in�uenced by recog�
nition errors that occur in the process of the generation of document descrip�
tions� These recognition errors a
ect the e
ectiveness of the speech retrieval
system� We show how the speech retrieval system performs in the presence of
di
erent kinds of recognition errors�

In Chapter �� we draw conclusions of our present work and outline a method
that may lead to an improved recognition of indexing features in speech docu�
ments� and thus� may result in a better retrieval e
ectiveness�

Moreover� there is an Appendix and a bibliography� Appendix A contains
a table of phones of the English language that are used in a well�known speech
corpus � the TIMIT speech corpus �LKS���� These phonetic symbols are used to
describe pronunciations of English words or subwords throughout this report�
In Appendix B� we present the symbols used throughout this report� In Ap�
pendix C� a glossary is given� In the glossary� we dene terms from the area of
information retrieval and speech recognition that we used in this report�
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��� Survey on state�of�the�art Information Re�

trieval Technology

In this Section� we give an overview on current information retrieval technology�
First of all� we introduce the notation that is used to refer to documents and
queries in an information retrieval system� Moreover� we describe how the
similarities of documents with respect to a query are computed� Furthermore�
we present two of the most common retrieval strategies� Finally� we show how
retrieval systems are evaluated�

We denote the set of all documents stored in an information retrieval system
as D and refer to a single document contained in D as dj� A query submitted
to an information retrieval system is denoted as q and the set of all queries is
referred to as Q� The information retrieval system retrieves those documents dj
from the document collection D that are similar to the query q� The similarity
between a query q and a document dj is expressed by the retrieval status value
denoted as RSV �q� dj�� If dj satises the information need represented by q it
is called a relevant document otherwise it is called an non�relevant document�
The method by which retrieval status values are computed is called the retrieval
method� A retrieval method is dened by an indexing method and a retrieval
function�

An indexing method computes descriptions for each document of the docu�
ment collection and for each query submitted to the retrieval system� In most
text retrieval systems� these descriptions are document description vectors� i�e�
each document dj is represented by a document description vector �dj and each
query q is represented by a query description vector �q� These description vectors
are m�dimensional real vectors where m denotes the number of indexing fea�
tures� Each component of a document description vector represents the weight
for a particular indexing feature� We denote a set of m indexing features as
� � f��� � � � � �m��g� In text retrieval systems� indexing features may be tri�
grams� whole words� stemmed words� or phrases�

There exist di
erent approaches to weigh the indexing features in description
vectors of documents and queries� A collection of frequently used weighting
schemes is described in �SB���� The most commonly used weighting scheme is
the tf � idf weighting approach� The term frequency tf��i� dj� denotes the
number of occurrences of an indexing feature �i in document dj� The inverse
document frequency idf��i� estimates the specicity of an indexing feature and
can be dened as in �SM��� or �Sch���� The tf � idf weighting scheme assigns
a high weight to an indexing feature if the feature frequently occurs in a given
document but at the same time only occurs in a small percentage of all the
documents� Such an indexing feature is supposed to be characteristic for a
given document� Low weights are assigned to those features that either occur
in almost all the documents or rarely occur in a given document� Such indexing
features are insignicant for a given document�
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The retrieval function maps pairs of description vectors to real numbers� The
retrieval function denoted as � is applied to a document description vector and
a query description vector� RSV �q� dj� � ���q� �dj�� The query description vector
is most often derived from queries the same way as the document description
vectors are derived from documents� A retrieval function which has shown to
perform well in many cases is the cosine measure �SM����

���q� �dj� ��
�qT �dj

p
�qT�q

q
�dj
T
�dj

The documents are ranked in decreasing order of their retrieval status values
and an initial portion of this ranked list is presented to the user�

Since the response time of information retrieval systems should be less than a
second� the comparison of each document description with a query description
is inadequate if the document collection is large� Thus� the descriptions of
documents are organized specially in order to process queries e�ciently� The
simplest such organization is an inverted le �GSW���� A more sophisticated
organization is presented in �KS��� that allows to update and retrieve documents
more e�ciently than an inverted le� In �TGMS���� an organization is presented
for the case where updates mainly consist of insertions and not of deletions nor
modications�

A di
erent class of retrieval methods are the probabilistic retrieval methods�
In probabilistic retrieval� the retrieval status values RSV �q� dj� are interpreted
as probabilities that the document dj is relevant to the query q� According to the
probability ranking principle �PRP� �Rob���� a ranking of documents in order of
these probabilities optimizes both the cost and the e
ectiveness of the retrieval
system� The importance of the probability ranking principle comes from the fact
that it can be proven mathematically� Two well�known probabilistic retrieval
methods are the Binary Independence Retrieval �BIR� model �RSJ���� �Fuh���
and the Binary Independence Indexing �BII� model �FB���� The BIR model
assigns probabilistic weights to query features whereas the BII model assigns
probabilistic weights to document features� The probabilistic parameters are
computed by means of a test collection� Both the BII and the BIR method have
shown to perform better than the retrieval methods that weigh the indexing
features according to one of the schemes presented in �SB����

The e
ectiveness of a retrieval system expresses how well the produced out�
put� i�e� the ranking� satises the user�s information need� The most commonly
used e
ectiveness measure is a recall�precision graph �SM���� The computation
of recall and precision requires binary relevance assessments� i�e� judgments
whether a document is relevant or non�relevant with respect to a query� Thus�
the recall�precision graph is computed on a test collection� An alternate ef�
fectiveness measure is the usefulness measure �FS���� The usefulness measure
compares two retrieval algorithms and determines which of them is more ef�
fective� It overcomes several drawbacks of the recall�precision graph� Instead
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of binary relevance assessments preferences among the retrieved documents of
each of the two algorithms are specied� Furthermore� the usefulness measure
is applicable to real life collections that are much larger than conventional test
collections� But due to its complexity the usefulness measure is not as often
used as the recall�precision graph�

��� Survey on state�of�the�art Speech Recogni�

tion Technology

In this Section� we give an overview on state�of�the�art speech recognition tech�
nology� We distinguish isolated word recognition systems and continuous speech
recognition systems� Whereas isolated word recognition systems perform well
nowadays �BDE����� �CDSM����� the recognition of continuous speech is still
an open area of research� There exists a single recognition system for continuous
speech �Lee��a�� Nowadays� speech recognition systems consist of two stages�
a signal processing stage and a word modeling stage� For both stages there
exist well�evaluated methods� First� we will review the methods for the sig�
nal processing stage and will then describe the predominant approach for word
modeling�

The signal processing stage converts a digitized speech signal into a sequence
of coe�cient vectors or a sequence of vector codes representing prototype vectors
�centroids�� The shape of the speech signal is in�uenced by many factors� The
main characteristics of the waveform is given by the phones that are spoken�
However� the gender of the speaker� his or her pitch� the loudness of speech and
the prosody largely in�uence the speech signal� The goal of the signal processing
stage is to extract those features of the speech signal that are independent of
the aforementioned factors� There exist various methods to process a speech
signal� The most commonly applied method is the MFCC analysis �DM�	�� It
is performed on an interval of sampled speech data � a so�called frame � and
returns a coe�cient vector� The method includes a Fast Fourier Transform
�Bri���� the computation of MEL frequency cepstrum coe�cients �DM�	�� and
a cepstral analysis �Rab���� The nal step of the signal processing stage is often
a vector quantization �LBG�	�� �AKCM�	� that returns a vector code for every
frame�

The word modeling stage identies sequences of vectors or vector codes as a
specic speech unit� Speech units are predominantly modeled by hidden Markov
models �HAJ�	�� Hidden Markov models are stochastic models whose parame�
ters are trained by means of special training algorithms� Hidden Markov models
can be viewed as processes that generate sequences of output symbols� e�g� vec�
tors or vector codes returned by the signal processing stage� according to a
distribution determined by the parameters of the model� There exist two types
of hidden Markov models� discrete hidden Markov models and continuous hid�
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den Markov models� Continuous hidden Markov models are more frequently
used in today�s speech recognition system than discrete hidden Markov models
as they require less training data� Moreover� there exists commercially avail�
able software to build speech recognition systems based on continuous hidden
Markov models �YWB���� A comparison of the performance of discrete and con�
tinuous hidden Markov models �HHL��� shows that continuous hidden Markov
models perform slightly better than discrete hidden Markov models�

There are three algorithms associated with hidden Markov models� ��� the
Forward algorithm for isolated word recognition� ��� the Baum�Welch algorithm
for optimizing the model parameters� and ��� the Viterbi algorithm for contin�
uous speech recognition and wordspotting� The Forward algorithm computes
the probability that a given hidden Markov model generates a given output se�
quence� The Baum�Welch algorithm adapts the model parameters of a hidden
Markov model in such a way that the probability that the model generates a
given training output sequence is maximized� We denote the set of all training
sequences as the training set or the training data� The Viterbi algorithms com�
putes the best path through a given hidden Markov model along which a given
output sequence is generated�

Speech recognition systems are evaluated on standardized speech data� For
the English language� there exists the TIMIT database �LKS���� the Resource
Management �RM� task �PFBP��� and the Switchboard Corpus �GHM���� The
PhonDat speech database �PM��� contains speech data for the German lan�
guage� Most of these speech databases consist of a training collection and a test
collection� The data of the training collection is used to train the speech models
whereas the test collection is used to evaluate the speech recognition system�

��� Speech Retrieval and Related Work

In this Section� we describe current research work in the area of wordspotting�
topic identication �message classication� and speech retrieval� First� we give
a denition of both wordspotting and topic identication systems and show
how these systems are related to speech retrieval systems� Secondly� we present
current technology in the area of wordspotting and topic identication� Finally�
we describe prototypes of speech retrieval systems that are currently under
development�

In wordspotting systems� we are given a collection of speech documents and
a keyword� The wordspotter nds all those positions in the documents where
the keyword most probably has been spoken� The wordspotter returns a score
for each detected keyword which is proportional to the acoustic similarity of
the keyword and the spotted speech sequence� In topic identication systems�
we are given a collection of speech documents and a set of topics� The topic
identication system automatically classies the speech documents into the set
of given topics� The decision whether a speech document is classied into one of
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the given topics is based on the occurrence of given keywords in the documents�
A probability model then computes the likelihood that the speech document is
about one of the given topics� The speech document is assigned to the topic for
which the probability model has returned the highest score�

Both wordspotting systems and topic identication systems can serve as
primitive speech retrieval systems� In the case of wordspotting systems� a key�
word to be searched for can be viewed as a query and the documents in which
keywords are detected can be regarded as the retrieved documents� In this
simple retrieval system the relevance of a speech document with respect to a
query is based solely on the presence of the query word in the speech docu�
ment� In the case of topic identication systems� the topics correspond to the
queries� The documents associated with a topic can be regarded as the docu�
ments retrieved with respect to a query� A topic identication system is a more
advanced speech retrieval system than a wordspotting system� There exists a
keyword vocabulary consisting of terms that are related to the given topics�
This keyword vocabulary is similar to the indexing vocabulary of an informa�
tion retrieval system� Whereas the keyword vocabulary of a topic identication
system is suited to distinguish a xed number of topics the indexing vocabulary
of an information retrieval system contributes to process an unlimited number
of queries e
ectively�

Most of today�s wordspotting systems are based on hidden Markov models
�HAJ�	�� There exist a few wordspotting systems based on neural networks
�ZW���� In the following� we concentrate on hidden Markov model based sys�
tems� There exist various approaches to model the non�keyword part of speech
�background speech� and to score keywords� In �RRRG���� the non�keyword
part of speech is modeled by a background model consisting of segments of the
keyword models� In addition� a causal posterior probability scoring method
is used� The wordspotting systems presented in �RP�	� and in �WB��� use a
concatenation of phoneme models to represent the non�keyword part of speech�
In �RP�	�� the score reported for each keyword is a duration normalized likeli�
hood whereas in �WB��� a posterior probability is used to compute keyword end
points and two sets of backward probabilities are computed to detect keyword
starting points� In both �RJN���� and �Wei���� a large vocabulary recognizer is
used to transcribe the speech documents and a language model is incorporated
to improve the recognition� The wordspotting system described in �RJN���� us�
es a forward�backward posterior probability to score keywords� Several of these
wordspotting techniques are compared in �RJN����� A completely di
erent ap�
proach for keyword spotting in speech documents by means of hidden Markov
models has been taken by David James et al� �JY���� This wordspotter creates
a phone�level transcription of each speech document which contains phoneme
guesses for every point in time� The search for keywords is performed on the
phone�level transcription using dynamic programming techniques� The advan�
tage of this system over the aforementioned wordspotting systems is its speed
of execution� Hidden Markov model based wordspotting systems can also be
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extended to spot for more complex units of speech than single words �JSR�����
The performance of wordspotting systems is measured in terms of detection

rate and the number of false alarms per keyword per hour �fa�kw�hr�� The
number of false alarms per keyword per hour is often referred to as the false
alarm rate� A receiver operating characteristic �ROC� curve allows a trade�o

between detection rate and false alarm rates� An ROC curve is computed by
selecting a set of thresholds for the keyword scores such that various number of
false alarms per keyword per hour are observed� Most often� the performance
of a wordspotting algorithm is characterized by the average value of the ROC
curve over the range of 	 to �	 fa�kw�hr� This gure is called the gure of merit
�FOM��

In contrast to wordspotting systems� there exist only a few topic identi�
cation systems� These systems use di
erent approaches for keyword selection�
keyword detection and topic modeling� The voice message retrieval system
presented in �RCL��� uses a wordspotter for keyword detection and a mutual
information based message classier� In �GBB����� keywords are detected by
a large vocabulary recognizer� Furthermore� unigram topic models are investi�
gated� The gisting system described in �RAB���� uses a speech recognizer as
one component of a larger system that sorted air tra�c control transmissions�
The topic identication system presented in �MNJ���� investigates both word
spotting and word recognition for keyword detection� A multinomial model is
used for topic modeling�

Speech retrieval systems currently under development are the speech re�
trieval project by David James at Cambridge University �Jam��� and the Cam�
bridge�Olivetti Retrieval System currently under development at both Cam�
bridge University and Olivetti Research Limited� Cambridge� UK �BFJ�����
The speech database of the former system consists of radio news messages of
various speakers� The queries can be formulated in natural language or uncon�
strained and are given as texts� The indexing features to describe the documents
are taken from the �			 most frequent words that occur in texts of an arbitrary
domain� From these words the stop words are removed� The remaining words
constitute the indexing vocabulary� The indexing features are detected in speech
documents by means of the wordspotter presented in �JY���� In order to im�
prove the recognition a language model is used� If a query contains a word that
is not contained in the indexing vocabulary yet� it is added to the vocabulary
and the document descriptions are updated accordingly� In the latter project
� the Cambridge�Olivetti Retrieval System � the document collection consists
of �		 audio messages recorded by di
erent speakers �JFJY���� The indexing
vocabulary consists of �� predened words� The indexing features are weighted
in the document description vectors according to the coordination level match�
ing scheme �SB���� The retrieval function is the inner vector product� The
output of both speech retrieval systems is a ranked list of documents where the
document on top of the list is supposed to satisfy best the user�s information
need�
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Chapter �

Indexing Vocabulary

��� Requirements for Indexing Features for Speech

Documents

In this Chapter� we present an indexing vocabulary that is suited to describe a
collection of speech documents� An appropriate selection of indexing features
contributes to achieve an acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness of the speech retrieval
system� Several requirements are imposed on an indexing vocabulary for speech
documents� These requirements are presented in this Section� In Section ����
we describe the type of indexing features we selected to generate document de�
scriptions� In Section ���� we present selection algorithms to nd an appropriate
subset of features of a given type that constitutes the indexing vocabulary�

One factor that a
ects the retrieval e
ectiveness of a speech retrieval system
is the recognition performance of the selected indexing features in speech doc�
uments� Indexing features are detected automatically in speech documents by
means of a wordspotting component� As was shown in Section ���� recognition
errors such as misses and false alarms occur when speech units such as words
are detected in speech documents� In order to achieve an acceptable retrieval
e
ectiveness the recognition performance of the selected indexing features must
be high� Thus� we may specify the rst requirement for an indexing vocabulary
� � f��� � � ��m��g as follows�

� The indexing features �i � � must be recognized reliably in speech docu�
ments by the wordspotting component�

Requirement � imposes a restriction on the type of the indexing features used
to describe speech documents� Di
erent types of indexing features are� for
instance� whole words� phrases� or subword units� It is di�cult to predict which
of these feature types are reliably recognized by today�s wordspotting systems�
It can only be observed that long speech units such as words that consist of
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many syllables are detected more reliably than one�syllable words� This fact
can be explained as follows� For a long word such as �enthusiastic� there exist
only a few or no speech units in the language that sound similar to the given
word� Thus� there are few speech sequences the given word can be confused with
during recognition� However� for short words� there exist many other similarly
sounding words or syllables in the language� For instance� the word �look�
sounds similar to �crook�� �cook�� �hook�� �shook�� �took�� and many other
words�

Another factor that in�uences the retrieval e
ectiveness of a speech retrieval
system is the specic selection of indexing features given a particular type of
feature� In speech retrieval systems� it is not possible to use all features of a
given type to describe speech documents� since the number of such features is
too large to be detected by conventional wordspotting systems� Therefore� an
appropriate subset of features has to be selected� Clearly� we want to select those
features that help to achieve an acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness� Therefore� we
may specify the second requirement for an indexing vocabulary � as follows�

� The indexing features �i � � are selected in such a way that an acceptable
retrieval e
ectiveness is achieved�

These two requirements su�ce to nd a set of well�suited indexing features
for speech documents� In �GS��� and �GSW���� we presented a set of require�
ments that comprised two additional requirements� We required that the size of
the indexing vocabulary for describing speech documents must be small� This
requirement is not valid any longer since it is possible to detect a large number of
words with recently developed wordspotters �JY���� Similarly� the requirement
that the indexing vocabulary needs to be controlled is invalid as both the phone�
lattice based wordspotter �JY��� and the indexing method described in �Wec���
allow that indexing vocabularies for speech documents may be uncontrolled�

��� Subword Units as Indexing Features

In this Section� we present the type of indexing feature that is used to index
speech documents� First� we describe the experiments underlying our decision
to use the selected features� Secondly� we describe the indexing features in
detail�

As we mentioned in Section ���� there are di
erent candidates of indexing
features that may be used to describe speech documents� The speech retrieval
systems �Jam��� and �BFJ���� both use whole words as indexing features� But
it would also be possible to use larger units of speech such as phrases or smaller
units of speech such as syllables or other subword units� The indexing vo�
cabulary of our speech retrieval system consists of a small number of special
subwords� Our decision to use subword units is based on the work by de Heer
������� Willet ������� and Teufel ������� In �Teu���� indexing methods for texts
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using trigrams � a special type of subword unit � are investigated� Teufel�s sta�
tistical experiments show two important results� First� only ��� of all possible
trigrams occur in the INSPEC test collection �about �			 trigrams in very large
collections�� Secondly� more than �	� of the occurring trigrams appear in only
�� of all the documents� The former result shows that a small feature set may
su�ce to describe even a large document collection� This result was important
to us� since the wordspotting technology at the time when we had to select the
type of an indexing feature did not allow to spot for a large number of words �
The latter result indicates that many trigrams are well�discriminating features�
i�e� they help to achieve an acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness�

There are three di
erent types of subword units that may serve as indexing
features in our speech retrieval system� VCV�� VC�� and CV�features� The let�
ter V stands for a maximum sequence of vowels and the letter C for a maximum
sequence of consonants� A VCV�feature is a maximum sequence of consonants
enclosed by a maximum sequence of vowels at both ends� VC�features and
CV�features are dened accordingly� In order to nd the VCV�� VC�� and CV�
features of a word� the vowel groups within the word are identied rst� In a
second step� we assign all letters corresponding to a sequence of vowels followed
by a sequence of consonants that is again followed by a sequence of vowels to
a VCV�feature� If a word starts with a consonant� the sequence of consonants
at the beginning of the word and the following vowel group is assigned to a
CV�feature� Analogously� if a word ends with a consonant� the vowel group pre�
ceding the consonant group at the end of the word and the following consonant
group are assigned to a VC�feature� It is easily seen that successive VCV�� VC��
and CV�features of a word overlap where the overlapping parts are sequences
of vowels� The extraction of VCV�� VC�� and CV�features is unique� i�e� there
exists only a single set of VCV�� VC�� and CV�features extracted from a given
word� The extraction of all VCV�� VC�� and CV�features of the word �neigh�
borhood� is shown in Fig� ���� This word contains the features �nei�� �eighbo��
�orhoo�� and �ood��

VCV�� VC�� and CV�features are textual features� i�e� they are a piece of
ASCII text� Given a textual VCV�� VC�� or CV�feature we dene its correspond�
ing acoustic features as follows� The acoustic features corresponding to a given
textual feature are the di
erent pronunciations of the given textual feature�

In the English language� a VCV�� VC�� and CV�feature may be pronounced
di
erently depending on the word in which it occurs� For example� the feature
�ate� can be pronounced in various ways� In Table ���� we show di
erent pro�
nunciations of the feature �ate� in di
erent contexts� Both the words and their
phonetic transcriptions have been gained from the TIMIT dictionary which is
stored on the TIMIT speech corpus �DAR�	��

To summarize� we dened a type of indexing feature for speech documents
that is a special subword unit� Indexing features of the proposed type are dened
as textual features where each textual feature has one or more corresponding
acoustic features� As a consequence� text documents and speech documents may
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Figure ���� All possible VCV�� VC�� and CV�features of an example word

be indexed by the same indexing vocabulary� Thus� our retrieval system will be
able to retrieve simultaneously both text and speech documents�

��� Algorithms to Select Indexing Features

There exist various algorithms to select indexing features� These selection al�
gorithms solve the following problem� Given is a number of candidate features
�i� i � 	� � � � � l��� The selection algorithmnds those features �i� � � � � � �ik�� � k �
l that are appropriate to be used as indexing features according to some optimal�
ity criterion� In some of these algorithms the number of selected features k has
to be specied in advance and in others the number of appropriate features is
computed automatically� In this Section� we present various of these algorithms�
It has to be noted that these algorithms can be used to nd indexing features
for either texts� speech documents� and texts that have been gained from images
by optical character recognition �OCR�� If we use the term �document� in the
following� we mean one of these documents�

These selection algorithms come from the area of conventional information
retrieval� topic identication and pattern recognition� We found that the prob�
lem of selecting indexing features is similar to both ��� keyword selection in
the area of topic identication and ��� feature extraction in the area of pattern
recognition� In the area of topic identication� keywords are selected such that
they help to distinguish topics from one another� Similarly� an indexing vocab�
ulary used to describe documents can be regarded as appropriate if it helps to
distinguish relevant and non�relevant documents from each other� In the area
of pattern recognition� many important problems can be characterized as clas�
sication problems� e�g� a sample needs to be classied into one of n classes�
The goal of feature selection in pattern recognition is the preservation of class
separability� Accordingly� the task of an information retrieval system can be
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word pronunciation of feature �ate�
accurate �ix� �t�
climate �ax� �t�
latent �ey� �t� �en�
later �ey� �t� �axr�
material �ax� �t� �ih�
related �ey� �t� �ix�
satellite �ae� �t� �ax�
state �ey� �t�
strategic �ax� �t� �iy�
strategy �ae� �t� �ix�
water �ao� �t� �axr�
whatever �ax� �t� �eh�

Table ���� Pronunciation of feature �ate� in di
erent contexts

viewed as classifying documents into the class of relevant documents and the
class of non�relevant documents with respect to a query�

In a rst set of algorithms� a set of indexing features is dened by specifying
boundaries for a criterion dened per feature� Such a criterion usually estimates
the signicance of a feature for describing documents� A set of indexing features
is selected by specifying boundaries for the criteria dened per feature� In
the following� we mention such criteria and specify appropriate boundaries if
possible� Such criteria are the inverse document frequency �SM���� �Sch���� the
collection frequency �Sch���� the entropy �Sha���� and the �� value �CDM�	��

As was mentioned in Section ���� the inverse document frequency of a feature
estimates its specicity� The inverse document frequency is high if the feature
occurs in a small number of documents and it is low if the feature occurs in
a large number of documents� Experiments have shown that features suited
to describe documents occur in less than �	� but in more than �� of all the
documents �Koh����

The collection frequency of a feature counts the number of times the feature
occurs in the whole document collection� According to �vR��� the collection
frequency of a feature is a good indicator of the signicance of the feature�
The upper and lower bounds of the collection frequency of appropriate indexing
features depend on the size of the document collection and have to be found by
experimentation�

The entropy of an indexing feature can be dened as follows�

entropy��i� �� �
X
q

P �qj�i� logP �qj�i�

where P �qj�i� denotes the probability that a document dj that contains �i is
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�i � docs� in which � docs� in which
�i occurs �i does not occur

R

R

Table ���� Contingency table for a single feature

relevant to q� The probability P �qj�i� can be estimated as follows�

P �qj�i� �
� documents that contain �i and are relevant to q

� documents that contain �i

These probabilities are computed by means of a test collection� The test col�
lection has to be su�ciently large such that the probabilities P �qj�i� can be
estimated reliably� Features with a high entropy are insignicant for describing
documents� Features with a low entropy help to discriminate relevant and non�
relevant documents� Thus� we may select those features as indexing features
with the lowest entropy value�

The �� hypothesis test has been used in topic identication systems to se�
lect a set of keywords �MNJ����� It is used in a similar way to select indexing
features� We build a contingency table for each candidate feature �i as depict�
ed in Fig� ���� Let R denote the class of relevant documents and R the class
of non�relevant documents� For each class R and R we determine the num�
ber of documents in which �i occurs and the number of documents in which
�i does not occur and ll these gures into the corresponding slots� Once a
contingency table is constructed� the associated values ����i� are computed as
described in �CDM�	�� Features with a high �� value characterize either rele�
vant or non�relevant documents� Features with a low �� value are insignicant
for indexing� We suggest to select those features with the highest �� value as
indexing features�

A second approach to select indexing features is the Bayes decision rule
�Fuk�	�� The Bayes decision rule is used in statistical hypothesis tests and
is the best classication rule as it minimizes the probability of classication
error� The Bayes decision rule assigns a sample X to one of two classes w�

and w� depending on whether P �w�jX� � P �w�jX� or P �w�jX� � P �w�jX��
In the case of feature selection the samples to be classied are the nite set
of l candidate features �i� i � 	� � � � � l � �� The classes w� and w� correspond
to the class of features that are suited to describe documents and the class of
features that are not appropriate to describe documents� The density functions
P �w�j�i� and P �w�j�i� have to be estimated by means of test collections� For
instance� the density function P �w�j�i� may estimate the probability that a
document that contains �i is relevant to an arbitrary query� Accordingly� the
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density function P �w�j�i� may estimate the probability that a document that
contains �i belongs to the class of non�relevant documents� An upper bound for
the conditional error that results by applying the Bayes decision rule is given by
the Bhattacharyya bound �Fuk�	�� If for given density functions P �w�j�i� and
P �w�j�i� the Bhattacharyya bound is small� e�g� below a given upper bound�
we may select those features that are assigned to class w�� If the size of the
resulting indexing vocabulary is too large� we may select only those features �i
with the highest probabilities P �w�j�i�� If there are too few indexing features
assigned to w� it is possible that the density functions P �w�j�i� and P �w�j�i�
have not been estimated appropriately� A readjustment of the density functions
may yield a better classication then�

In addition� there exist several search algorithms in the area of statistical
pattern recognition that nd a subset of the k best features from a set of l can�
didate features given an appropriate selection criterion� The selection criterion
estimates the class separability of a set of features� In the case of the selection
of indexing features the selection criterion should estimate the capability of the
indexing features to discriminate relevant and non�relevant documents� In or�
der to avoid an exhaustive search to nd an optimal subset of features some
heuristics are used� Such search algorithms for feature selection are the forward
selection� the backward selection� and the branch�and�bound algorithm �Fuk�	��
The forward selection algorithm and the backward selection algorithm optimize
the feature set at each level of the search process whereas the branch�and�bound
algorithm nds the globally best feature set� In particular� the branch�and�
bound algorithm requires that the selection criterion is monotonic in the size
of the feature set� The di�culty with using these algorithms for selecting an
indexing vocabulary is the specication of an appropriate selection criterion�
For instance� an appropriate selection criterion for a set of indexing features
may be the average of the entropies of each indexing feature contained in the
set� However� this criterion is not monotonic in the size of the feature set and
can only be used for the forward and the backward selection algorithm�

It is an open question which of these algorithms is best for selecting index�
ing features� The evaluation of these algorithms heavily depends on the test
collections that provide the data to estimate the density functions and selec�
tion criteria� The similarity of the problem of selecting indexing features with
other problems in computer science has been found very recently� At the time
when we had to select an appropriate subset of features of a given feature type
as the indexing vocabulary only a few of these algorithms were known to us�
Therefore� we decided to use an algorithm of conventional information retrieval�
We selected indexing features by specifying a lower bound and an upper bound
on the inverse document frequency� Thus� our indexing vocabulary consists of
those VCV�� VC�� and CV�features whose inverse document frequency lies be�
tween the given bounds� We specied the lower and the upper bound of the
inverse document frequency in such a way that the vocabulary size amounted
to roughly �			 features�
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Once an indexing vocabulary has been found it may be postprocessed manu�
ally� The indexing vocabulary may contain subsets of features that are similarly
pronounced� However� similarly pronounced features are easily confused by the
speech recognition component� Thus� all but one of the similarly pronounced
features should be removed from the indexing vocabulary and should be replaced
by other features that have not been selected yet�
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Chapter �

Evaluation

��� E�ectiveness of the Pure Text Retrieval

System

In this Chapter� we present the retrieval e
ectiveness of our speech retrieval
system� As our speech retrieval system is able to retrieve both text and speech
documents we will present both the retrieval e
ectiveness evaluated on texts
and the retrieval e
ectiveness evaluated on speech documents� Our retrieval
system is referred to as the pure text retrieval system if the document collection
contains texts only� Accordingly� our retrieval system is called a pure speech
retrieval system if the document collection contains only speech documents� The
e
ectiveness of the pure text retrieval system is presented in this Section� In
Section ���� we describe how well the proposed indexing features are recognized
in speech documents using current wordspotting technology� In order to evaluate
the retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure speech retrieval system we had to simulate
the wordspotting task on standard information retrieval test collections� This
simulation is described in Section ���� Finally� in Section ���� we present the
retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure speech retrieval system for di
erent kinds of
recognition errors�

The evaluation of the e
ectiveness of the pure text retrieval system is of in�
terest for two reasons� First� we wanted to know how the text retrieval method
compares with other retrieval methods of conventional text retrieval� Secondly�
the retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure text retrieval system is an upper bound
for the retrieval e
ectiveness that can be achieved by the pure speech retrieval
system� The pure text retrieval system can be viewed as a pure speech re�
trieval system with a perfect acoustic front�end� i�e� with a speech recognition
component that recognizes indexing features perfectly�

We evaluated the pure text retrieval system on four information retrieval
test collections� These test collections are the CACM� the CRANFIELD� the
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proposed method

Figure ���� Recall�precision graphs for the proposed text retrieval method and
the reference retrieval method computed on the CACM collection�

HARDING� and the MEDLARS collection� We compared the retrieval e
ec�
tiveness of the pure text retrieval system � the proposed retrieval method � with
the accuracy of a conventional text retrieval method � the reference retrieval
method� The proposed retrieval method and the reference retrieval method on�
ly di
er in the indexing vocabularies that are used� The indexing vocabulary of
the proposed retrieval method consists of �			 VCV�� VC�� and CV�features as
described in Section ���� The reference retrieval method uses stemmed words
as indexing features which is common in standard text retrieval methods� The
stemming algorithms is Porter�s algorithms for su�x stripping �Por�	�� Stop�
words are eliminated from the indexing vocabulary of the reference retrieval
method� In both methods� the tf � idf weighting scheme is used to weigh in�
dexing features in document and query description vectors� As retrieval function
we used the cosine measure�

In Figures ��� � ���� we present the recall�precision graphs for both the pro�
posed retrieval method and the reference retrieval method� The recall�precision
graph of the proposed retrieval method and the recall�precision graph of the
reference retrieval method computed on the CACM collection show a di
erent
behavior� The retrieval e
ectiveness of the proposed text retrieval method is
signicantly lower than for the reference retrieval method� This fact can be ex�
plained as follows� The documents in the CACM collection are small in general�
Roughly half of these documents consist of a title only� Thus� the very small
documents will contain a few or even none of the proposed indexing features�
As a consequence� small documents will be retrieved rarely or never by the pro�
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Figure ���� Recall�precision graphs for the proposed text retrieval method and
the reference retrieval method computed on the CRANFIELD collection�
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Figure ���� Recall�precision graphs for the proposed text retrieval method and
the reference retrieval method computed on the HARDING collection�
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Figure ���� Recall�precision graphs for the proposed text retrieval method and
the reference retrieval method computed on the MEDLARS collection�

posed retrieval method� This means that both the recall and the precision of the
proposed retrieval method are degraded� The recall�precision graphs computed
on the CRANFIELD and the HARDING collection show that the retrieval ef�
fectiveness of the proposed retrieval method is slightly lower than the retrieval
e
ectiveness of the reference method� Finally� the e
ectiveness of the proposed
method is almost identical to the e
ectiveness of the reference method if the
MEDLARS collection is used� To summarize� we present the mean precisions
and the number of indexing features for both the proposed retrieval method and
the reference retrieval method for all four test collections in Tab� ���� We con�
clude that the proposed text retrieval method is a well�suited retrieval method
for documents that are not too small�

The evaluation of the retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure text retrieval system
has been performed in an early project stage� i�e� before any e
orts were made
to collect the training data for the proposed indexing features� As soon as
the su�ciently high retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure text retrieval system was
established� we started with the implementation of the indexing method for
speech documents�
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Proposed retrieval Reference retrieval
method method

CACM 	���� 	����
���	� documents� �			 ����
CRANFIELD 	���� 	��	�

���		 documents� �			 ����
HARDING 	���� 	����

����� documents� �			 �	���
MEDLARS 	���� 	����

��	�� documents� �			 ��	��

Table ���� Mean precisions and numbers of indexing features for two retrieval
methods evaluated on four di
erent test collections�

��� Recognition of Indexing Features in Speech

Documents

In this Section� we present how well indexing features are recognized in speech
documents� We brie�y describe the wordspotting component that detects the
proposed indexing features in speech documents� Furthermore� we describe the
test environment used to evaluate the recognition performance of the index�
ing features� Finally� we present the results of various experiments we carried
out to evaluate the recognition performance of the indexing features in speech
documents�

The wordspotting system we implemented uses a recognition model as de�
scribed in �WB��� to detect occurrences of a specic indexing feature �i in a
speech document� This recognition model is a parallel connection of the hidden
Markov model for the indexing feature �i and a background model� The ini�
tial hidden Markov model for the indexing feature �i is a serial concatenation
of hidden Markov models of those phones the indexing feature �i is composed
of� For the phonetic transcription of an indexing feature we used the TIMIT
phone set as it is shown in Appendix A� For instance� the hidden Markov model
for the VCV�feature �inclu� which is phonetically transcribed as ��ix� �n� �k�
�l� �uw�� is a serial concatenation of the models for phones �ix�� �n�� �k��
�l�� and �uw�� The model structure of a phone is a SPHINX model �Lee��a��
The parameters of a given phone model are trained with �	 utterances of the
phone� We trained the initial feature model with �	 speech samples that con�
tain an utterance of the indexing feature� The background model is a parallel
connection of all phone models� For ease of implementation� we used discrete
hidden Markov models in the implementation of the wordspotter� Furthermore�
the algorithm presented in �WB��� detects and scores possible occurrences of
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feature no� of occurrences in test sentences
arry ��
ate ��
easy ��
oily ��

Table ���� Number of occurrences of test features in test sentences

indexing features�
The speech signal is processed as in the SPHINX baseline system �Lee��a��

We implemented multiple codebooks to improve the recognition performance�
Studies have shown that multiple codebooks are an e
ective means to improve
the recognition performance of a baseline system �Lee��b��

We selected four VCV�features �arry�� �ate�� �easy�� and �oily� for eval�
uation� The features �arry�� �ate�� �easy�� and �oily� were selected because
there exists su�cient pronunciations of each of these features in the training
sentences of the TIMIT speech corpus �LKS��� to train the speech models� The
recognition performance of these features was evaluated on test sentences of the
TIMIT speech corpus� These test sentences comprise all sentences of dialectic
region � and � of the test collection of the TIMIT speech database� The test
sentences have a duration of �� minutes of speech� The number of occurrences
of the features �arry�� �ate�� �easy�� and �oily� in the test sentences is given
in Tab� ���� It has to be noted that the test features �arry�� �ate�� �easy��
and �oily� occur with a high concentration in the test sentences which is not
realistic in general speech documents�

In Section ���� we have shown that a VCV�� VC�� or CV�feature can be
pronounced in di
erent ways depending on the context in which it occurs� The
question arises how the problem of various pronunciations of the same index�
ing feature can be handled� There are basically two options� ��� the di
erent
pronunciations of an indexing feature are ignored and only one hidden Markov
model per indexing feature is maintained� and ��� the di
erent pronunciations
of an indexing feature are modeled by di
erent hidden Markov models� These
options are discussed in the following�

If all di
erent pronunciations of an indexing feature are modeled by the
same hidden Markov model we build the hidden Markov models for the in�
dexing features as described above� In order to build the initial model of an
indexing feature �i we pick one of the pronunciations of the indexing feature
arbitrarily and construct the initial model from those phones that occur in this
pronunciation� For instance� the initial models for the selected VCV�features
are built from the models of those phones that are shown in Tab� ���� The
training sequences to optimize the parameters of a feature model are a set of �	
speech samples that contain � possibly di
erent � pronunciations of the indexing
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feature concatenated phones
arry �ae� �r� �iy�
ate �ao� �t� �axr�
easy �iy� �s� �iy�
oily �oy� �l� �iy�

Table ���� Composition of phones of tested VCV�features
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Figure ���� Recognition performance of features �arry�� �ate�� �easy�� and
�oily��

feature� With this approach we only need a xed amount of training data per
indexing feature�

The recognition performance of the so�modeled indexing features �arry��
�ate�� �easy�� and �oily� is shown in Fig� ���� The recognition performance of
these features is signicantly lower than the recognition performance of words� A
conventional wordspotting system achieves a gure of merit �FOM� of �������
�JY��� whereas the FOM of our feature spotting system is ���� One reason for
this performance loss is the following� The length of the proposed indexing
features is smaller than the length of general words� As was mentioned in Sec�
tion ���� small speech units are not recognized as reliably than long speech
units� Additional recognition errors may occur as the models for those indexing
features for which di
erent pronunciations exist are not trained very specical�
ly since the training sequences consist of phonetically di
erent utterances� In
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word pronunciation of no� of training no� of occurrences
feature �ate� samples in test sentences

accurate �ix� �t� �� 	
climate �ax� �t� �� 	
latent �ey� �t� �en� � 	
later �ey� �t� �axr� � 	
material �ax� �t� �ih� � �
related �ey� �t� �ix� �� �
satellite �ae� �t� �ax� � 	
state �ey� �t� �	 �
strategic �ax� �t� �iy� � 	
strategy �ae� �t� �ix� � 	
water �ao� �t� �axr� �	 ��
whatever �ax� �t� �eh� � 	

Table ���� Di
erent pronunciations of feature �ate� with the number of available
training samples and the number of occurrences in test sentences�

Fig� ���� we observe that the recognition performance of feature �ate� that may
be pronounced in di
erent ways is lower than the recognition performance of
the features �arry�� �easy�� and �oily� for which only a single pronunciation
exists�

In the second approach of modeling indexing features we provide a hidden
Markov model for each di
erent pronunciation of an indexing feature� We build
initial models for each pronunciation of an indexing feature and train these
models with �	 speech samples that contain the specic pronunciation of the
feature� In Tab� ���� we give the di
erent pronunciations of the feature �ate�
together with the number of available training sequences and the number of
occurrences in the test sentences� For some pronunciations of the feature �ate�
there are not su�cient� i�e� �	� training sequences available� In these cases� we
simply used the initial model to detect occurrences of the pronunciation of the
feature� With this approach� we need more training data than with the previous
approach since each model for a pronunciation of an indexing feature must be
trained su�ciently well�

In Fig� ���� we show the recognition performance of the di
erent pronuncia�
tions of the feature �ate�� The recognition performance of the feature �ate� in
the context of �water� is signicantly higher than the recognition performance
of �ate� in the context of �related�� �state�� and �material�� The occurrence of
feature �ate� in �material� was not found during recognition�

It is not surprising that the recognition performance of the feature �ate� in
the context of �water� has increased over the recognition performance of �ate�
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Figure ���� Recognition performance of various pronunciations of feature �ate��

in the general context� However� the performance of �ate� in the context of
�related�� �state�� and �material� is much lower than expected�

One reason for the high recognition performance of feature �ate� in �water�
may be the fact that the phone sequence ��ao� �t� �axr�� as it occurs in the
phonetic transcription of �water� only occurs in a few words in the English
language� Thus� there exist only a few text strings that are pronounced as
��ao� �t� �axr�� but do not correspond to the textual feature �ate�� As a
consequence� the number of false alarms for this particular pronunciation of the
feature �ate� may be relatively low�

The phone sequence ��ey� �t� �ix�� which represents the pronunciation of
the feature �ate� in �related�� however� occurs in the phonetic transcriptions
of many other words� For instance� the word endings �ating� pronounced as
��ey� �t� �ix� �ng��� �uated� pronounced as ��uw� �ey� �t� �ix� �d��� �iated�
pronounced as ��iy� �ey� �t� �ix� �d��� and �eated� pronounced as ��iy�
�ey� �t� �ix� �d�� all contain the phone sequence ��ey� �t� �ix��� However�
none of these word endings contain the VCV�feature �ate�� If the wordspotting
component detects an occurrence of the feature �ate� within one of these word
endings it is counted as a false alarm�

The number of false alarms of feature �ate� in the context of �state� is high
for the same reason than for the pronunciation �ate� in the context of �related��

The recognition results presented here are the best we were able to achieve
with current speech recognition technology� Unfortunately� it was not possible
to evaluate the recognition performance of a larger set of VCV�� VC�� and CV�
features because of lack of training data� But even from this small set of tested
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features we may draw the following conclusion on the recognition performance
of general VCV�� VC�� and CV�features� The recognition performance of VCV��
VC�� and CV�features is signicantly lower than the recognition performance
of words� We gave some reasons for this performance degradation but it is
clear to us that these reasons do not explain the large number of false alarms
entirely� We will analyze these recognition errors in detail in Chapter �� The
question arises whether an acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness for the proposed
speech retrieval system can be achieved if conventional wordspotting technology
is used to generate document descriptions� This question will be answered in
the following two Sections�

��� Simulation of the Pure Speech Retrieval

System

As it was not possible to evaluate the retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure speech
retrieval system on real speech documents� we simulated the speech retrieval
system on standard information retrieval test collections� To perform this task�
indexing features in texts have to be detected with those type of errors that
are generated by a wordspotting component� The queries submitted to the
speech retrieval system are entered as text and thus� the detection of indexing
features in queries is error�free� The retrieval e
ectiveness of this simulated
speech retrieval system is an estimate of the retrieval accuracy of the real speech
retrieval system�

In this Section� we describe how we simulated the error�prone detection of
indexing features in texts� The input to the simulation system is a text document
dj and the indexing vocabulary �� Furthermore� the detection rate dri and the
false alarm rate fai of each indexing feature �i needs to be specied� The output
of the simulation is a list of indexing feature occurrences Oj � foj� � � � � ojr��g
where ojl denotes the possibly erroneous detection of indexing features �jl in
document dj� The symbol ojl may refer to the name or index of the indexing
feature �jl �

In a rst step� a parser detects all true occurrences of indexing features in
document dj� We denote the list of correctly detected indexing features as Oj� �
foj��� � � � � oj�r��g� In a second step� we decide for each feature occurrence oj�l
whether it would have been detected or missed by the wordspotting component�
For this purpose� we generate a random number fl in the range of 	 and ��
If the number fl exceeds the detection rate drj�l the feature occurrence oj�l is
removed from the list Oj� otherwise it remains in the list� The list of resulting
feature occurrences is denoted as Oj�� � foj���� � � � � oj��r��g and is a subset of
Oj�� Finally� we generate a list of false alarms Fi�j � foi� � � � oini�j��g for each

feature �i � � in document dj according to the false alarm rate fai� The
question arises how many false alarms for indexing feature �i are generated for
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Figure ���� Number of false alarms generated for feature �arry� for various
document lengths�

a given document� An obvious hypothesis is that the number of false alarms of
a feature �i is proportional to the document length� In order to verify or reject
this hypothesis we counted the number of false alarms of the tested indexing
features �arry�� �ate�� �easy�� and �oily� within sentences of di
erent lengths�
In Fig� ���� we show the average number of false alarms for di
erent sentence
lengths given in �

��
of a second for each of the tested indexing features� Fig� ���

shows that the number of false alarms approximately linearly increases with the
length of the document� Based on this observation� we compute the number of
false alarms ni�j of a feature �i in a document dj as follows�

ni�j � faitj

The length of the document dj is denoted as tj and has to be given in hours�
Since we use text documents for our simulations� the document length in units
of time has to be estimated as the quotient between the number of words in the
document and the speaking rate of an average speaker� A common speaking
rate is ��	 words per minute or �	�		 words per hour�

Thus� the nal list of indexing features Oj that are detected by the simulated
wordspotting system in document dj is written as follows�

Oj � Oj�� � F��j � F��j � � � �� Fm���j

Given the list Oj the term frequencies tf��i� dj� can be easily derived� It has
to be noted that the term frequency tf��i� dj� does not denote the true number
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of occurrences of feature �i in document dj but is an estimate of the number
of occurrences of feature �i in dj that would be detected � correctly or falsely �
by a state�of�the�art wordspotter� As in the pure text retrieval system� we used
the tf � idf weighting scheme to compute the feature weights in document and
query description vectors and used the cosine measure as the retrieval function�

��� E�ectiveness of the Pure Speech Retrieval

System

The simulated speech retrieval system as described in the previous Section allows
to estimate the retrieval e
ectiveness of the real speech retrieval system� In this
Section� we present the retrieval accuracies achieved by the simulated system
on di
erent document collections and di
erent sizes of detection rates and false
alarm rates�

The retrieval accuracies were computed on the test collections CACM� CRAN�
FIELD� HARDING� and MEDLARS� For each test collection� we varied the
recognition performance parameters as follows� The detection rate varies from
�	� to �	� and the false alarm rate varies between 	 fa�kw�hr and ��	 fa�kw�hr�
For each pair of detection rate and false alarm rate� we computed the resulting
retrieval accuracy� We assumed that all indexing features are recognized with
this same detection rate and false alarm rate� This is a simplifying assumption
which is not true in reality as we have shown in Section ���� However� the de�
tection rate and the false alarm rate used for the computation of the retrieval
e
ectiveness can be regarded as the average recognition performance of all in�
dexing features� The retrieval accuracies for all four test collections are shown
in Tab� ����

In Section ���� we claimed that the speech retrieval system should achieve an
acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness� We consider an acceptable retrieval e
ective�
ness to be the e
ectiveness of a Boolean retrieval system� A Boolean retrieval
method achieves a mean precision of 	��	� on the INSPEC test collection and
	��	� on the MEDLARS collection �SFW���� The INSPEC collection is a su�
perset of the HARDING collection� Unfortunately� the mean precisions for the
CACM and the CRANFIELD collection are not given in �SFW���� In the case
of the HARDING collection the speech retrieval system should detect �	� of
all feature occurrences and should not insert more than �	 fa�kw�hr in order
to achieve the e
ectiveness of a Boolean retrieval system� In the case of the
MEDLARS collection the speech retrieval system must only detect �	� of all
feature occurrences and may allow ��	 fa�kw�hr�

The retrieval accuracies computed on di
erent test collections as presented
in Tab� ��� show that the proposed retrieval method for speech documents does
not perform well enough if a conventional wordspotting system is used to gen�
erate descriptions of speech documents� We achieve a recognition performance
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CACM� average precision of the reference method� 	����
dr� fa 	 �	 �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���	
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���	 	���� 	���� 	��	� 	�	�� 	����
�	� 	���� 	�	�� 	��	� 	�	�� 	��	� 	��	� 	��		
�	� 	���� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��

CRANFIELD� average precision of the reference method� 	��	�
dr� fa 	 �	 �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	
�	� 	���	 	���� 	��	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	��	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	��		
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	��	� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����

HARDING� average precision of the reference method� 	����
dr� fa 	 �	 �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	�	�� 	���	 	�	�� 	��	�
�	� 	���� 	���� 	��	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	���� 	���� 	�	�� 	�	�	 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	���� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�	
�	� 	��	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�	 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��
�	� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	�	 	�	�� 	�	�� 	�	��

MEDLARS� average precision of the reference method� 	����
dr� fa 	 �	 �	 �	 �	 ��	 ��	
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	��	�
�	� 	���	 	���� 	���� 	��	� 	��	� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	��	� 	��		 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	��		 	���	 	���	 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����
�	� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	���� 	��	� 	���� 	����

Table ���� Average precision values for detection rates within the range of �	�
and �	� and false alarms per indexing feature �key word� per hour within the
range of 	 and ��	�
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of �	 � and ��	 � fa�kw�hr that is necessary to achieve the e
ectiveness of a
Boolean retrieval system on the MEDLARS collection� In order to achieve an
acceptable retrieval e
ectiveness on documents of the HARDING collection the
recognition performance of our proposed indexing feature is not high enough�
Yet� in order to make this retrieval system usable we must increase the recog�
nition performance of the indexing features in speech documents� As it was
not possible to do this by state�of�the�art speech recognition technology a new
approach to detect these features in speech documents has to be found� Such
an approach will be outlined in the next Chapter�
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Chapter �

Conclusions and Outlook

We have described a retrieval method that allows to retrieve speech and text
documents simultaneously� The retrieval method uses an indexing vocabulary
of special subword units to generate descriptions of documents� The size of
this indexing vocabulary is much smaller than the sizes of indexing vocabularies
of conventional text retrieval systems� nevertheless� the retrieval e
ectiveness
achieved with this indexing vocabulary on standard test collections� i�e� texts�
is comparable to the e
ectiveness of a conventional weighted retrieval method�
This is a rst important result� It is a cue that our selection of indexing features
was appropriate�

The retrieval e
ectiveness of the pure speech retrieval system is signicantly
lower than the e
ectiveness achieved on texts� This is due to the fact that the
proposed indexing features cannot be detected reliably in speech documents with
state�of�the�art speech recognition technology which results in a low detection
rate and a high number of false alarms� The resulting retrieval e
ectiveness is
lower than the e
ectiveness of a Boolean retrieval system which is the type of
most commercially available text retrieval systems� Clearly� the performance of
the recognition of the proposed indexing features has to be improved such that
the retrieval system could be used in the real world� In the following� we present
a short analysis of the recognition errors and we will show a research direction
that may lead to an improved recognition of indexing features�

When a given indexing feature is detected in speech documents the speech
recognition component detects various phone sequences as occurrences of the
given feature� It can be observed that an indexing feature is not only confused
with phone sequences that sound similar to the indexing feature but with almost
arbitrary phone sequences� In Table ���� we present sequences that have been
identied as occurrences of the indexing feature �arry�� The presented phone
sequences all achieved a high score during the recognition phase�

Obviously� the output symbols �coe�cient vectors or vector codes� for the
detected phone sequences are very similar to the output symbols generated for
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phone sequences identied as �arry�
�r� �iy� �ix��
�r� �iy��
�r� �iy� �q��
�ey� �q��
�r� �ey� �n��
�r� �ey� �kcl��
�r� �eh��
�ey��
�iy� �tcl��
�r� �ey��
�r� �iy� �ix� �n� �q��
�r� �iy� �z��
�r� �ih� �ng��
�aa� �r� �dcl� �jh��
�iy��
�er� �dcl��
�g� �ow��
�aa� �r� kcl��
�er� �dx��
�ux�

Table ���� Phone sequences identied as occurrences of VCV�feature �arry�

the given indexing feature� Otherwise� the recognition algorithm would not
compute a high score for these detected phone sequences� �Remember that
output symbols are generated by the signal processing stage and characterize a
frame of speech that is typically �	� �� ms long��

As a consequence� the set of output symbols generated for a single phone will
not be distinct from the sets of output symbols of other phones� We veried this
hypothesis by looking at the output symbols that were generated for di
erent
vowels uttered by various speakers� In our speech recognition component the
output symbols are vector codes that are generated by a vector quantizer� The
total number of vector codes is ���� Table ��� shows the number of generated
vector codes for a few phones� Most of these vector codes are generated with a
low frequency� i�e� 	����� and only a few vector codes occur more often in the
vector code sequences� i�e� more than �	� of all times� For all these phones the
number of generated vector codes is very high compared with the total number
of vector codes� Consequently� the sets of vector codes for the given phones
largely overlap� Thus� the sets of output symbols generated for each phone do
not characterize that phone very well which makes it almost impossible for the
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phone � vector codes generated
�aa� ��
�ae� ���
�iy� ��
�ow� �	�
�uw� ���
�m� �	�
�s� ��
�t� ���

Table ���� Number of vector codes generated for a few phones

recognition component to detect the phones reliably�
We conclude that the reason that state�of�the�art speech recognition tech�

nology does not recognize phones reliably in speech documents spoken by vari�
ous speakers is the fact that the output symbols generated for a phone do not
characterize the phone su�ciently well� We observed earlier that the recogni�
tion performance of longer speech units such as words is much higher than the
recognition performance of phones� This can be explained as follows� The larg�
er the speech unit to detect the smaller is the probability that there exists a
di
erent speech unit in the language that consists of those phones that may be
confused with the phones that occur in the speech unit to be identied� Thus�
for longer speech units there exist fewer phone sequences that will be detected
as occurrences of the speech unit which results in a higher recognition perfor�
mance� Our proposed indexing features are longer than phones but obviously
not su�ciently long to be detected as reliably as whole words�

Thus� in order to improve the recognition performance of the proposed index�
ing features in speech documents the recognition performance of phones must
be improved� One �and possibly the only one� means to increase the recognition
performance of phones is to improve the signal processing component in such
a way that it generates output symbols for every phone that characterize the
given phone well�

How can this goal be achieved� First of all� the characteristics of each phone
have to be determined� From the anatomy of the human ear we know that the
ear is sensitive to the frequencies that occur in a speech sound with a su�ciently
high amplitude and that these frequencies and their corresponding amplitudes
are transmitted to the brain� Therefore� it must be possible to describe each
phone by a set of frequencies that are characteristic for this phone� In the
following� we refer to these frequencies as the characteristic frequencies of a
phone�

In �MO���� the frequencies of vowels are investigated� It is shown that vowels
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can be characterized uniquely by their rst� second and third formant� The rst
formant is the range of the lowest frequencies that occur with high amplitudes in
the speech sound� the second formant is the range of second lowest frequencies
that occur with high amplitudes in the speech sound� etc� To our knowledge�
the frequencies that occur with high amplitudes in consonants are not known�

As the ranges of the formants in the vowels investigated in �MO��� are not
given very precisely� we decided to reanalyze the frequencies of vowels as they
occur in the German language� The speech data used for this analysis consists of
��� radio news messages spoken by a male person and ��� utterances of isolated
words spoken by a female person � the author� Whereas in the radio news
messages the vowels occur in di
erent kinds of contexts and are sometimes
pronounced unclearly� the vowels in the second set of speech data all occur in
the same context and are very clearly pronounced� The second set of speech
data was recorded to study the frequencies of vowels in its purity�

The amplitudes of the frequencies within vowels can be computed by a spec�
trum� Spectra for speech signals are usually computed on a frame of speech
that has a xed length� The frame length in our study was set to �� ms� By
inspecting several spectra of each vowel uttered by both speakers we derived
a set of frequency ranges and corresponding amplitudes that are common or
characteristic for each vowel� These characteristic frequencies and their relative
amplitudes are shown in Tab� ���� We found that the characteristic frequency
ranges for each vowel can be specied more precisely than given in �MO����

As we now have derived the characteristic frequencies of vowels a similar
characterization for the consonants has to be found� Nasals ��m�� �n�� etc���
semivowels and glides ��l�� �r�� etc� �� and fricatives ��s�� �sh�� etc�� can be
analyzed in the same way� i�e� by computing the spectra using a xed frame
length� We have computed the spectra of these consonants and it seems possible
to derive a set of characteristic frequencies for these consonants�

The characterization of stops ��b�� �p�� etc�� is more di�cult� Stops are
preceded by a closure interval� This results in a pause in the signal that is
followed by a burst� This burst is shorter than the length of the frame the
spectrum is usually computed on� Thus� it is inappropriate to use the usual
frame length to compute the spectra of stops� Thus� we suggest to adapt the
frame length to the length of the burst and analyze the frequencies within this
burst� However� as the derivation of the characteristic frequencies of stops
is only possible if the frame length is made variable� we suggest to leave the
characterization of stops away for the moment� As soon as it is possible to
recognize the remaining phones reliably the problem of detecting stops should
be attacked�

Secondly� we must adapt the signal processing stage� We think that the
MFCC �MEL�ltered cepstrum coe�cient� method can be extended such that
phones can be detected reliably� The MFCC method basically computes a Fouri�
er transform on a frame of speech and weighs the amplitudes of the frequencies
according to a given scheme �MEL�ltering scheme�� The result of the MEL�
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vowel characteristic frequencies amplitudes
�a� men� �		 � ����� Hz high

��		 � ��		 Hz high
women� ��� � ���� Hz high

�e� as in �leben� men� ��	 � ����� Hz high
��� � �		 Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz medium

women� ��	 � ����� Hz low
�		 � ��� Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz medium

�e� as in �fest� men� ��� � ����� Hz high
���	 � �			 Hz medium
�			 � �			 Hz low

women� �		 � ��� Hz medium
��� � ����� Hz high
���	 � ��		 Hz medium
��		 � �			 Hz medium

�i� as in �die� men and women� ��	 � ����� Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz medium
�			 � �			 Hz medium

�i� as in �im� men� ��	 � �		 Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz low

women� ��	 � ��� Hz high
�		 � ����� Hz medium
�			 � �			 Hz high
�			 � �			 Hz medium

�o� as in �vor� men� ����� � ����� Hz high
women� ��	 � ����� Hz low

����� � ��� Hz high
�o� as in �soll� men� ����� � ����� Hz high

�			 � ���	 Hz high
women� ��� � ��� Hz high

�			 � ���	 Hz high
�u� as in �zu� men and women� ��	 � ����� Hz high
�u� as in �zum� men� ����� � ����� Hz high

�		 � ����� Hz medium
women� ����� � ����� Hz medium

��� � ��	 Hz medium

Table ���� Characteristic frequencies of vowels in the German language
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ltering component is a coe�cient vector� This coe�cient vector is further
transformed by a cepstrum analysis� Obviously� the weighting scheme of the
MEL�ltering component is inappropriate as it generates coe�cient vectors that
are not characteristic for the phones� In the current scheme� all frequencies are
weighted equally� The cepstrum analysis that follows the MEL�ltering stage
does not help to create characteristic coe�cient vectors as it only removes the
e
ect of the pitch from the coe�cient vectors returned by the MEL�ltering
component� However� the characteristic frequencies of phones can be expressed
absolutely � independently of the pitch � as we showed for vowels in Tab� ����

We propose to design a new weighting scheme for the MEL�lters that will
generate characteristic coe�cient vectors for all phones� The general idea of this
new weighting scheme is to increase the weights of those MEL�lters that cover
frequencies that distinguish a phone from the remaining ones and lower MEL�
lters that cover frequencies which are characteristic for a lot of phones� The use
of such a weighting scheme in the signal processing stage makes the cepstrum
analysis obsolete that would follow the MEL�ltering component� Thus� the
coe�cient vectors returned by the MEL�ltering component may directly be
entered into the vector quantizer to compute the corresponding vector codes�

In the following example� we show that an appropriate weighting of MEL�
lters results in more distinct coe�cient vectors for a pair of phones� The
spectrum of the German phone �i� in the context of �die� uttered by a male
or a female speaker shows high amplitudes in the area of ��	 � ����� Hz and
low amplitudes in the area between �			� �			 Hz and �			� �			 Hz� The
spectrum of the German phone �u� in the context of �zu� uttered by a male or
a female speaker shows high amplitudes in the area of ��	������ Hz� Assuming
the MEL�lters covering the frequencies ��	 � ����� Hz� �			 � �			 Hz� and
�			� �			 Hz all are weighted with the factor � �as it is done at present� the
resulting coe�cient vectors do not look very di
erent� The coe�cient repre�
senting the area between ��	 and ����� Hz would be high for both phones and
the coe�cients for areas �			� �			 and �			� �			 would be 	 for the phone
�u� and low for �i�� However� the amplitudes in the areas �			 � �			 and
�			 � �			 distinguish the phone �i� from the phone �u�� Thus� the weight
for these two MEL�lters should be increased such that the resulting coe�cient
vectors look more di
erent�

Such a weighting scheme must be designed incrementally� In a rst step�
we attempt to dene a weighting scheme to separate vowels from one another�
Based on the knowledge on the characteristic frequencies of vowels we increase
the weights of those MEL�lters that would separate a vowel from the remaining
vowels� Weights of MEL�lters that cover frequencies that characterize many
vowels are lowered� If such a preliminary weighting scheme is found it should
be tested on an arbitrary set of vowels� If the sets of output symbols generated
for each vowel are su�ciently distinct we may adapt and extend the weighting
scheme such that the consonants may be well separated�

If such a weighting scheme is found and embedded in the speech recognition
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system it will be possible to detect phones � except for possibly stops � more
reliably �or as reliable as possible� independently of the speaker� We think that
the reliable detection of phones is a big step forward in the area of automatic
speech recognition� If phones are recognized reliably the proposed indexing fea�
tures would also be detected with a high recognition rate� As a consequence� the
retrieval e
ectiveness of our retrieval method would become acceptable which
was our original goal�
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Appendix A

List of Phones

The tables Tab� A��� Tab� A��� and Tab� A�� list the phonetic symbols used in
the phonetic transcriptions of the training and the test sentences of the TIMIT
speech corpus �DAR�	�� These phonetic symbols are used to describe pronun�
ciations of English words or subwords throughout this report�

symbol example word possible phonetic transcription
stops �b� bee �bcl� �b� �iy�

�d� day �dcl� �d� �ey�
�g� gay �gcl� �g� �ey�
�p� pea �pcl� �p� �iy�
�t� tea �tcl� �t� �iy�
�k� key �kcl� �k� �iy�
�dx� muddy �m� �ah� �dx� �iy�
�q� bat �bcl� �b� �ae� �q�

a
ricates �jh� joke �dcl� �jh� �ow� �kcl� �k�
�ch� choke �tcl� �ch� �ow� �kcl� �k�

Table A��� Stops and a
ricates used in the TIMIT speech corpus
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symbol example word possible phonetic transcription
fricatives �s� sea �s� �iy�

�sh� she �sh� �iy�
�z� zone �z� �ow� �n�
�zh� azure �ae� �zh� �er�
�f� n �f� �ih� �n�
�th� thin �th� �ih� �n�
�v� van �v� �ae� �n�
�dh� then �dh� �e� �n�

nasals �m� mom �m� �aa� �m�
�n� noon �n� �uw� �n�
�ng� sing �s� �ih� �ng�
�em� bottom �b� �aa� �tcl� �t� �em�
�en� button �b� �ah� �q� �en�
�eng� washington �w� �aa� �sh� �eng� �tcl� �t� �ax� �n�
�nx� winner �w� �ih� �nx� �axr�

semivowels �l� lay �l� �ey�
and glides �r� ray �r� �ey�

�w� way �w� �ey�
�y� yacht �y� �aa� �tcl� �t�
�hh� hay �hh� �ey�
�hv� ahead �ax� �hv� �eh� �dcl� �d�
�el� bottle �bcl� �b� �aa� �tcl� �t� �el�

vowels �iy� beet �bcl� �b� �iy� �tcl� �t�
�ih� bit �bcl� �b� �ih� �tcl� �t�
�eh� bet �bcl� �b� �eh� �tcl� �t�
�ey� bait �bcl� �b� �ey� �tcl� �t�
�ae� bat �bcl� �b� �ae� �tcl� �t�
�aa� bott �bcl� �b� �aa� �tcl� �t�
�aw� bout �bcl� �b� �aw� �tcl� �t�
�ay� bite �bcl� �b� �ay� �tcl� �t�
�ah� but �bcl� �b� �ah� �tcl� �t�
�ao� bought �bcl� �b� �ao� �tcl� �t�
�oy� boy �bcl� �b� �oy�
�ow� boat �bcl� �b� �ow� �tcl� �t�
�uh� book �bcl� �b� �uh� �kcl� �k�
�uw� boot �bcl� �b� �uw� �tcl� �t�
�ux� toot �tcl� �t� �ux� �tcl� �t�
�er� bird �bcl� �b� �er� �dcl� �d�
�ax� about �ax� �bcl� �b� �aw� �tcl� �t�
�ix� debit �dcl� �d� �eh� �bcl� �b� ix �tcl� �t�
�axr� butter �bcl� �b� �ah� dx �axr�
�ax�h� sustain �s� �ax�h� �s� �tcl� �t� �ey� �n�

Table A��� Fricatives� nasals� semivowels� glides and vowels used in the TIMIT
speech corpus �	



symbol description
closures �bcl� closure interval in front of phone �b�

�dcl� closure interval in front of phone �d�
�gcl� closure interval in front of phone �g�
�pcl� closure interval in front of phone �p�
�tcl� closure interval in front of phone �t�
�kcl� closure interval in front of phone �k�

special �pau� pause
symbols �epi� epenthetic silence

�h�� begin�end marker �non�speech events�

Table A��� Closures and special symbols used in the TIMIT speech corpus
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Appendix B

Symbols

� the set of indexing features or the indexing vocabulary
�i single indexing features
D nite set of documents
dj single document
Q innite set of all queries
q query
�dj description vector corresponding to document dj
�q description vector corresponding to query q

RSV retrieval function
RSV �q� dj� retrieval status value of dj with respect to q

idf��i� inverse document frequency of feature �i
idfmin lower bound on the inverse document frequency that an

indexing features may take
idfmax upper bound on the inverse document frequency that an

indexing feature may take
df��i� document frequency of feature �i
tf��i� dj� term frequency of indexing feature �i in document dj�
C a maximum sequence of consonants within the same word
V a maximum sequence of vowels within the same word
entropy��i� entropy of indexing feature �i which is an estimate

of the suitability of feature �i for describing documents
P �qj�i� probability that a document containing feature �i

is relevant to query q

P �wijX� probability that a sample X belongs to class wi

P �wij�i� probability that a document containing feature �i
belongs to class wi

fai false alarms per keyword per hour �fa�kw�hr� for indexing
feature �i

dri detection rate for indexing feature �i
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Oj list of detected occurrences of indexing features in document dj
ojk detected occurrence of indexing feature �jk in document

dj� It refers to the name or the index of feature �jk�
Oj� list of those indexing feature occurrences that would be

detected in dj by a perfect speech recognition system
Oj�� list of those indexing feature occurrences that would be

correctly detected by a current speech recognition system
Fi�j list of feature occurrences that would be falsely detectes as

occurrences of feature �i in document dj by a current
speech recognition system

ni�j number of false alarms of feature �i in document dj
tj length of document dj in units of time
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Appendix C

Glossary

continuous speech An uttered word sequence without pauses between subse�
quently spoken words�

controlled indexing vocabulary An indexing vocabulary where the indexing
features are xed�

detection rate The percentage of those speech units that are detected at the
correct position�

document A retrievable unit of information stored in an information retrieval
system� Every document can serve as a query�

document description A representation of the document�s content� A com�
mon document description is a vector of which the ith component expresses the
weight of the ith indexing feature�

false alarm The detection of a speech unit at a position where it is not spoken�

indexing feature A segment of a given media type �text� speech� image� that
helps to characterize documents of that type�

indexing method A procedure mapping a document to a document descrip�
tion�

indexing vocabulary The set of all indexing features�

isolated speech An uttered word sequence with pauses between subsequently
spoken words�
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phone A phone is a minimal segment of an utterance which is one particu�
lar realization of a phoneme�

phoneme The phoneme is the smallest unit of the spoken language that distin�
guishes di
erent meanings of utterances� For example� the English words �my�
and �sigh� are distinguished by a di
erent rst phoneme� The phoneme is an
abstract unit which can be described as the minimal set of distinctive articula�
tory or acoustic features that are needed to distinguish di
erent utterances that
di
er in only one phonetic segment�

phrase A sequence of multiple words�

query A document expressing the user�s need of information�

query description A description representing the content of a query�

retrieval function A function assigning a document description and a query
description to a retrieval status value�

retrieval method A method describing how an information retrieval system
nds documents dj � D similar to a user�s query� The retrieval method is de�
ned by an indexing method and a retrieval function�

retrieval status valueAn estimate of the relevance of a document with respect
to a query� The retrieval status value is determined by the retrieval function�

retrieval e�ectiveness	 retrieval accuracy A measure expressing how well
an information retrieval system satises the user�s information need� A common
estimate of the retrieval e
ectiveness is the mean precision�

speech document An audio document containing spoken text�

stop word A high frequency word� Stop words are inappropriate to describe
documents and are often removed from the indexing vocabulary�

test collection In conventional text retrieval� a test collection consists of a
set of documents� a set of queries and relevance assessments for all documents
with respect to all queries� In speech recognition� a test collection is a set of
speech documents on which a speech recognition method is evaluated�

training collection In speech recognition� a training collection is a set of speech
documents providing the training data for the speech models�

trigram A sequence of three letters�
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uncontrolled indexing vocabularyAn indexing vocabulary that may change�
For instance� the addition of a document to the document collection may result
in adding new indexing features to the indexing vocabulary�
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